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Abstract: This paper evaluates the impacts of specialty winter maintenance equipment on 
vehicle delay by fusing Bluetooth speed, weather, and winter maintenance treatment data. 
A specialty plow capable of plowing two lanes in one pass is compared to a standard winter 
maintenance truck that plows and treats one lane per pass. Each type of equipment is analyzed 
on the same two-lane interstate highway, with the two trucks maintaining different sections 
to avoid cross contamination. The researchers deployed multiple Bluetooth nodes along 
the roadway to capture vehicle speeds during maintenance activities. The cumulative delay 
per mile is compared for the two trucks during light and heavy snowfall. The times when 
delay occurs are grouped into five-minute intervals for two scenarios including when the 
winter maintenance equipment has just passed through a Bluetooth node segment and for all 
recently-treated segments after the equipment has exited the highway. The results indicated 
the specialty plow creates a larger delay than the standard truck when plowing two lanes and 
a similar delay when plowing one lane and the shoulder. However, when looking solely at 
heavy snowfall, the delay is similar for each type of equipment, indicating the specialty plow 
is more effective during heavy snowfall.
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1. Introduction

Winter weather conditions such as snowfall 
and wind may have detrimental impacts 
on roadway operations and the level of 
service provided to the motoring public. 
The pavement friction is reduced as a 
result of the cold temperatures, snowfall, 
and wind, causing motorists to reduce 
the speed of their vehicles. It is generally 
accepted that the majority of motorists 
will decrease their driving speed based on 
their perception of the roadway conditions. 
Several studies throughout the world have 
been conducted to determine the impacts of 
snowfall on vehicle speeds. It is found that 

in London, light snow increases travel times 
by 5.5% to 7.6% and heavy snow increases 
travel times by 7.4% to 11.4% (Tsapakis 
and Cheng, 2012). A study conducted 
in Baltimore, Minneapolis, St. Paul, and 
Seattle determined that snow reduces 
speeds by 5% to 16% on average in each 
city evaluated (Hranac et al., 2006). On 
Interstate 84 (I-84) in Idaho, motorists 
were found to reduce their mean speeds 
by 11.9 miles per hour (mph) (Liang et al., 
1998). A similar study conducted in Toronto 
found that motorists reduce their speed by 
1.9 mph during light snow events and by 
23.6 to 31.1 mph during heavy snow events 
(Ibrahim and Hall, 1994). 
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The impacts of winter weather are expansive 
based on the geographical location and 
arrival time of the storm. Based on the 
arrival and duration of a storm, motorists 
may alter their mode of transport, delay 
their trip, cancel their trip, or continue with 
their planned trip. Regardless of when and 
where a storm arrives, maintenance agencies 
must combat the storm to the best of their 
abilities. Agencies employ a variety of 
techniques to clear roadways of ice and snow 
in order to limit the speed decreases caused 
by the winter event. Some of the strategies 
commonly ut i l ized include plow ing, 
applying salt and other abrasives during 
storms, and pretreating roadways before 
a storm arrives. Recently, many agencies, 
such as state departments of transportation 
(DOTs), have been evaluating the use of 
specialty winter maintenance equipment 
within their f leets. Some of the specialty 
equipment includes tow behind trailers that 
swing out and plow a second travel lane or 
shoulder, as well as salt hoppers that are 
capable of spreading material over multiple 
lanes. Many studies have been conducted 
to determine the advantages of winter 
maintenance equipment and materials. 
Other studies have been conducted to 
determine the benefits and disadvantages of 
many anti-icing and de-icing materials (Shi 
et al., 2013; Fischel, 2001). Additionally, 
many studies have evaluated specialty 
plow blades to determine which are the 
most efficient at removing snow and which 
are the most cost-effective to implement 
(Mastel, 2011; Braun Inertec Corp., 2010; 
CTC and Associates, 2010; Colson, 2010; 
Colson, 2009). 

This study utilizes Bluetooth nodes to 
collect speed data to facilitate comparisons 
between the resulting speeds and delays 
produced by specialty winter maintenance 

equipment with those for a standard plow 
truck. Bluetooth nodes are a relatively new 
type of equipment used to record speeds of 
motorists along a roadway. Bluetooth nodes 
calculate speeds by detecting the media 
access control (MAC) address of an enabled 
device and matching it on multiple nodes 
separated by a known distance. Not every 
motorist has a Bluetooth enabled device, 
and resulting studies have found Bluetooth 
penetration rates ranging from three percent 
to ten percent (Brennan et al., 2010; Hainen 
et al., 2010; Asudegi, 2009; Hainen et al., 
2010). From this sample size, the overall 
trends are captured from available devices, 
including travel times that may easily allow 
delay determinations (Hainen et al., 2010; 
Schneider et al., 2012; Martchouk et al., 
2011; Wasson et al., 2008).

One aspect of specialty equipment that is 
not formally documented is the impact on 
resulting travel speeds and the associated 
delay. It is reasonable to assume that different 
types of winter maintenance equipment will 
have varying impacts on level of service. 
It is prudent to determine the impacts of 
specialty equipment on vehicle speeds and 
vehicle delay in comparison to a standard 
plow truck used by the agency evaluating 
the new equipment.

This study aims to evaluate the impacts on 
vehicle speeds and delay of a tow behind 
trailer capable of plowing and treating a 
second lane in comparison with a standard 
plow truck capable of plowing a single lane 
and spreading material in the center of a 
single lane. Bluetooth nodes are utilized 
to capt ure motor ists’ speeds dur ing 
winter events. These speeds are analyzed 
to determine how each type of winter 
maintenance equipment will impact vehicle 
speeds.
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2. Data Setting

The analysis for this study was conducted 
during the 2013-2014 winter season, when 
data are collected for the tow behind plow 
and standard plow truck on I-76 in Portage 
County, Ohio. Portage County is located 
in the southern end of the lake-effect 

snow belt, resulting in snowfall amounts 
varying from 50 inches per year in the 
southern portion to 100 inches per year in 
the northern portion of the county. The 
study zone consists of a four-lane divided 
Interstate route maintained by the Ohio 
Department of Transportation (ODOT), 
as shown in Fig. 1.

Portage County

SR-44Truck A Truck B

Fig. 1.
Location of Study Zone and Truck Maintenance Zones
Note: Basemap adopted from Esri ArcGIS online

The study zone is 24 miles in length with 
a speed limit of 65 mph on the west half of 
the study zone and 70 mph on the east half. 
The average daily traffic varies from 59,700 
to 29,900 on I-76 from west to east in the 
study zone (Ohio DOT, 2013). Each truck 
maintains one section of the study zone 
either east or west of SR-44.

3. Methodology

The data collection methodology is divided 
into three sections for this study. First, is 
the use of Bluetooth technology to gather 
the vehicle speed data. Second, is the data 
collection process for the two types of winter 
maintenance equipment. Lastly, is the fusion 
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of the speed data segments and the winter 
maintenance equipment data.

3.1. Speed Data Collection Using 
Bluetooth Technology

Bluetooth nodes are deployed along the 
roadside to calculate the speeds of passing 
motorists. The general principle of the 
Bluetooth system used to capture vehicle 
speeds is to place one node at location X 
and another node at location Y along a road, 
with a known distance Z between the two 
nodes. Once the nodes are deployed and the 
distance is known, it is possible to calculate 
the space mean speed of passing motorists. 
The nodes consist of a Bluetooth antenna to 
detect an active Bluetooth signal in passing 
vehicles, a computer board to maintain time 
synchronization and send data to a server, 
and batteries to power the device. Multiple 
nodes are placed along the roadway to record 
the timestamp and media access control 
(MAC) address when an active Bluetooth 
device passes. The raw data is sent in real-
time to a server for processing, which 
includes grouping multiple recordings of a 
single MAC address on an individual node, 
and matching the unique MAC addresses 
on multiple nodes. The distance between 
each node is known so that when a MAC 
address is recorded on multiple nodes, the 
speed may be calculated by dividing the 
distance by the time difference. Additional 
in for mat ion about the intr icacies of 
the Bluetooth node development and 
deployment may be found in other works 
(Schneider et al., 2012; Pasolini and Verdone, 
2002; Ahmed et al., 2008; Barcelo et al., 
2009; Haghani et al., 2010; Quayle et al., 
2010; Kim et al., 2011). For this study, data 
are collected continuously from December 
2013 until April 2014. This duration allowed 
the research team to not only track delay 

created by winter storms, but also to capture 
reoccurring congestion or other traffic 
patterns that may bias the data.

3.2. Winter Maintenance Equipment Data 
Collection

This study compares the speeds resulting 
from the winter maintenance activities of 
a tow behind plow capable of plowing a 
second lane and a standard plow truck with 
a front plow and salt spreader. These will be 
referred to as the specialty plow and standard 
truck, respectively, for the remainder of this 
paper. The following paragraph describes 
the data collection process for both types 
of equipment. 

The specialty plow is utilized in the 24-mile 
study zone on I-76 during the 2013–2014 
winter season. This study zone is divided by 
State Route 44 (SR-44) so that the truck with 
the specialty plow maintains both directions 
of travel on the west side of the county, while 
the standard truck maintains both directions 
of travel on the east side. Additionally, there 
were events in which the trucks changed 
directions in order to eliminate biases in 
speeds due to road geometry, interchange 
density, or environmental factors, which will 
be accounted for in the data. The two trucks 
maintain different sections of the highway 
to eliminate cross contamination or the 
possibility that the maintenance activities 
of both trucks inf luence the speed data. A 
video system that includes four cameras and 
a digital video recorder is incorporated to 
collect data from the specialty plow. From 
the video footage, the researchers are able to 
record the plow status of the front plow and 
the tow behind plow, determine whether the 
hopper is applying material, the location of 
the truck (latitude and longitude), and the 
speed of the truck. The standard truck used 
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in conjunction with the specialty plow was 
equipped with a global positioning system/
automatic vehicle locator (GPS/AVL) system 
to collect data automatically. The GPS/AVL 
system records the plow status, material 
application status, material application rate, 
and location. The standard truck was utilized 
during 22 snowfall events that occurred 
during the analysis period.

3.3. Data Fusion

To eva luate t he i mpac t s t he w i nter 
maintenance equipment types have on 
veh icle speeds, the Bluetooth speed 
data must be combined with the winter 
maintenance equipment data. The exact 
location of each Bluetooth node is known a 
priori, and segments are predefined to pair 
each node with the two adjacent nodes on 
either side in order to calculate a speed. Since 
the location of each truck is recorded, the 
data are analyzed to determine each pass of 
the winter maintenance equipment through 
a given Bluetooth node segment. The speeds 
are analyzed in two ways: first, recording the 
entry time, plow status, treatment status, and 
exit time when a plow truck travels through 

an individual node segment. This results in 
each node segment having a unique start and 
end time, with each node starting at time t=0. 
When the truck passes the last node segment 
it will start at t=0, while the previous node 
segment will be at t=i, which is equal to the 
time it took the truck to travel between the 
two node segments. This will continue back 
to where the truck began treating, with each 
node segment having a unique start time 
and time duration. To determine the effects 
of the winter maintenance equipment, the 
research team queried the speeds for each 
segment beginning at the entry time until 
20 minutes after the exit time for each of the 
segments identified. Second, the entry time, 
plow status, treatment status, and exit time 
are recorded when the plow truck exits the 
highway. At this point, t=0 is set for all the 
node segments the truck has recently treated. 
This analysis results in several node segments 
having the same start and end times, since 
the speeds are recorded in all recently-treated 
segments for a period of 30 minutes once the 
truck exits the highway. Fig. 2 is developed 
to help describe this process and shows the 
first and second scenarios on the top and 
bottom, respectively.

I-76

SR-44Truck A Truck B

t=0 t=i t=i+j t=i+j+k t=0 t=m t=m+n t=m+n+p t=m+n+p+q

SR-44Truck A 
Exits

Truck B 
Exits

t=0 For all Segments

I-76

t=0 For all Segments

Fig. 2.
Description of Different Speed Data Collection Strategies
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In the first scenario, speeds are analyzed 
beginning each time a truck passes through 
the node segment. For the second scenario, 
speeds are analyzed using the same times for 
all segments recently treated, beginning at 
the time when the truck exits the highway.

The hourly snowfall, the previous four hours’ 
snowfall, and the total snowfall for the day 
are added to the dataset. The snowfall data 
are gathered through the use of a National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
(NOAA) weather station. The speeds and 
accompanying delay are analyzed based 
on different storm severities, which are 
determined using the previous four-hour 
snowfall. The storms are classified into three 
categories based on the previous four-hour 
snowfall including: light for snowfall less 
than 0.5 inches, moderate for snowfall equal 
to or greater than 0.5 inches but less than 
one inch, and heavy for snowfall equal to 
or greater than one inch. Storm severity 
is often calculated using total snowfall for 
an event, but since the speeds and delays 
are based on current and recent weather, 
future weather cannot be used in this 
determination. Although other researchers 
have developed storm severity classifications 
(Nixon and Qiu, 2005), the classification 
system described herein is utilized based 
on the locality of the data and the temporal 
duration of the snowfall data.

Delay is calculated from the vehicle speeds 
by comparing the expected travel time 
to the actual travel time. The expected 
travel time may be determined in minutes 
by multiplying the distance between the 
two nodes by the quotient of 60 minutes 
per hour and the speed limit. Similarly, 
the actual travel time may be found by 
replacing the speed limit with the actual 
vehicle speed. The Bluetooth nodes were 

placed in the field from December 2013 to 
April 2014 to capture baseline speeds under 
ideal weather conditions as well as speeds 
during winter events. The average speeds 
during weekday peak hours with normal 
weather were analyzed to determine if the 
expected travel time should be lower than 
the speed limit due to congestion, and the 
results indicated that using the speed limit 
is appropriate in this section of roadway. 
As stated previously, the speed limit is 65 
mph west of SR-44 and 70 mph east of SR-
44. These values are used as the baseline 
conditions from which delay is calculated, 
and the trucks maintain sections on both 
sides to eliminate any bias that may arise 
in the data from the different speed limits. 
Since each node segment is not of uniform 
length, the delay per mile is calculated to 
normalize for the varied lengths.

4. Results and Discussion

This research aims to quantify the impacts 
that various types of winter maintenance 
equipment have on vehicle speeds and the 
accompanying delays. A specialty plow 
maintains sections of a roadway in conjunction 
with a standard plow truck while the vehicle 
speeds and maintenance act iv it ies are 
recorded. Accordingly, the analysis and 
discussion is divided into two sections: the 
delay resulting when the winter maintenance 
equipment has recently passed through each 
segment, and the delay resulting after the 
winter maintenance equipment has exited the 
highway. In each case, an exponential decay 
curve is fit to the data with the accompanying 
coefficient of determination (R-squared value).

4.1. Delay in Individual Node Segments

The first set of results analyzed is the delay 
occurring in each node segment after the 
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truck passes through while treating the 
roadway. The times when the delays per mile 
occur are grouped into five minute intervals 
for each weather category and treatment type. 
The cumulative delay per mile occurring 

during normal utilizations were compared, 
including the specialty plow (treating both 
lanes of the highway simultaneously) and the 
standard truck (treating one lane at a time), 
as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3.
Cumulative Delay per Mile for Specialty Plow Maintaining Two Lanes and Standard Truck during 
Light and Heavy Snowfall
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The delay per mile shown corresponds 
to the delay of each individual vehicle on 
the roadway. The time intervals of zero 
to four minutes after the truck treated the 
node segment were compared to the time 
intervals of 15 to 19 minutes after treatment 
occurred. The delay per mile was shown for 
the specialty plow and the standard truck 
for light and heavy snowfall, zero to four 
minutes and 15 to 19 minutes after the truck 
passes through the node segments. From the 
first figure, it was found that the specialty 
plow has higher delay per mile than the 
standard truck during light and heavy snow. 
This occurs as a result of the specialty plow 
treating both lanes, which restricts traffic to 
traveling behind the truck and plow. While 
restricting traffic to traveling behind the 
specialty plow did result in increased vehicle 
delays, some may view this as a benefit by 
eliminating the possibility for a vehicle to 
travel at excessive speed in an untreated 
lane. Essentially, the specialty plow may 
limit vehicles to travel at slower speeds until 
clearing both travel lanes.

When comparing the delay per mile from 
the specialty plow zero to four minutes 
after treating during light and heavy snow, 
there was much greater delay during heavy 
snowfall. One possible cause for this result 
was that the specialty plow may be traveling 
more slowly and causing greater queues, 
which was not the case since the specialty 
plow treated at an average speed of 32 
mph and 29 mph during light and heavy 

snowfall, respectively, which would result 
in a difference of 0.2 minutes per mile in 
delay. This difference is only applicable 
when comparing the same time interval of 
the specialty plow during light and heavy 
snowfall. The larger delay during heavy 
snowfall was likely caused by motorists 
recognizing the hazardous conditions and 
reducing their speeds, a supposition which 
was further reinforced by a similar pattern 
found for traffic in segments maintained by 
the standard truck. During light snowfall, 
the specialty plow had a higher delay per mile 
during each time interval; during heavier 
snowfall, the delay per mile in the segments 
maintained by the specialty plow approaches 
that of the standard truck. Since the specialty 
plow maintained both lanes of traffic at 
once, the larger initial delay dissipated 
and approached that of the standard truck 
over time. Since the specialty plow was 
maintaining both lanes, a similar delay per 
mile was expected to occur if two plow trucks 
were gang plowing. 

The second configuration in which to 
analyze the delay per mile was a situation 
where the specialty plow treated the right 
lane and the shoulder while the standard 
truck maintained one traffic lane. Fig. 4 
shows the cumulative delay per mile for the 
specialty plow maintaining one lane and the 
shoulder and the standard truck maintaining 
one lane during light and heavy snowfall, 
during time intervals zero to four and 15 to 
19 minutes after treating.
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Fig. 4.
Cumulative Delay per Mile for Specialty Plow Maintaining One Lane and Shoulder and Standard 
Truck during Light and Heavy Snowfall

During light snowfall, the delay per mile 
for the specialty plow maintaining one 
lane and the shoulder was very similar to 
the standard truck. This was a result of 
both trucks maintaining a single lane in 
this configuration. When comparing the 
delay per mile during heavy snowfall, the 

values are very similar when comparing the 
first time interval to the second for each of 
the trucks. Having similar delay per mile 
immediately after the trucks treat and 15 
to 19 minutes following treatment indicated 
that no significant queues are developed 
behind either of the trucks.
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4.2. Delay when Trucks Exit the Roadway

Since the specialty plow may block both 
travel lanes while treating and cause queues 
to develop, the cumulative delay per mile 
was analyzed in all segments after the trucks 

have exited the highway. Fig. 5 shows the 
cumulative delay per mile in segments 
maintained by the specialty plow treating 
two lanes and the standard truck treating 
one lane after the trucks have exited the 
highway.

Fig. 5.
Cumulative Delay per Mile for Specialty Plow Maintaining Two Lanes and Standard Truck during 
Light and Heavy Snowfall after the Trucks have Exited the Highway
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During light snowfall, the delay per mile 
was higher for the specialty plow than for 
the standard truck, which was caused by the 
queues that build up when the equipment 
blocks both lanes of travel. When comparing 
the delay per mile caused by the specialty 
plow during light and heavy snowfall, the 
values were similar. However, the delay per 
mile caused by the standard truck was much 
greater during heavy snowfall than light 
snowfall and reached similar values as the 
specialty plow, which resulted from motorists 
decreasing their speeds since only one lane of 
the roadway had been cleared by the standard 
truck. This finding indicated that although 
the specialty plow created larger delays than 
the standard truck, it was more effective 

during heavier snowfall, since it was able to 
clear two travel lanes in a single pass. The 
initial delay may be seen by comparing the 
delay per mile in the zero to four minute 
interval in Fig. 5 to the delay in the same 
time interval in Fig. 3.

The specialty plow was capable of plowing 
and treating two lanes per pass, compared to 
the standard truck which was only capable of 
plowing and treating a single lane per pass. 
As a result, it was expected that the specialty 
plow will have to maintain the roadway a 
fewer number of times. The number of passes 
made by the specialty plow and standard 
truck while treating and not treating are 
shown in Table 1.

Table 1
Number of Loops per Hour made while Treating for the Specialty Plow and Standard Truck

Number of Passes Events Passes per Event

Specialty Plow
Treating 74 29 2.6

Not Treating 80 29 2.8

Standard Truck
Treating 149 29 5.1

Not Treating 65 29 2.2

A pass refers to each t ime the winter 
ma intenance equipment t reated one 
direction of the roadway, and treating 
refers to plowing, salting, or plowing and 
salting in the same pass. The standard truck 
made more passes while treating than the 
specialty plow, at a nearly 2:1 rate. While the 
specialty plow may create larger delays than 
the standard truck, the specialty plow is not 
on the road as often as the standard truck.

5. Conclusion

This investigation evaluated the impacts of 
specialty winter maintenance equipment 

on vehicle delay by fusing Bluetooth speed 
data, weather data, and winter maintenance 
treatment data. A specialty plow capable of 
maintaining two lanes in a single pass was 
compared to a standard plow truck that plows 
and spreads material over one lane at a time. 
Each type of winter maintenance equipment 
was analyzed on the same four-lane interstate 
highway. The specialty plow maintained a 
section of roadway, while the standard truck 
maintained a different section to avoid cross 
contamination. The roadway had multiple 
Bluetooth node segments to capture the 
vehicle speeds while maintenance activities 
were occurring.
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T he c u mu lat ive delay per m i le wa s 
determined for the standard truck and 
the specialty plow during light and heavy 
snowfall. The time when delay occurred 
were grouped into five-minute intervals for 
two different scenarios, including occasions 
when the winter maintenance equipment 
had just passed through a Bluetooth node 
segment and for all recently-treated segments 
after the maintenance equipment had exited 
the highway. The results indicated that the 
specialty plow created a larger delay than 
the standard truck when plowing two lanes 
simultaneously and a similar delay when 
plowing one lane and the shoulder. These 
delays were caused by the specialty plow 
maintaining two lanes and restricting 
vehicles from passing the plow as a result. 
This may be considered a benefit of the 
specialty plow as it does not allow for vehicles 
to pass at excessive speeds in an untreated 
lane. Although some motorists may not 
appreciate the forced speed reduction, the 
specialty plow forces motorists to travel at 
safer speeds when following the deployed 
equipment. Additionally, the delay created 
by the specialty plow is larger at the time 
closer to the time the truck first treated 
the roadway, as a result of the initial queue 
building up behind the truck. These initial 
queues were indicated by delay per mile 
curves that were much further apart for the 
specialty plow and standard truck in Fig. 3, 
found immediately after the trucks treated 
the road, and the similar delay values for each 
truck in Fig. 5, found after the trucks exited 
the highway. However, when looking solely 
at heavy snowfall, the delay was similar for 
each type of equipment, indicating that the 
specialty plow was more effective during 
heav y snowfall. The number of passes 
made while treating were compared for the 
specialty plow and the standard truck. The 
specialty plow created larger delays than the 

standard truck, as a result of the specialty 
plow being capable of maintaining two lanes 
per pass, but it did not need to treat as often 
as the standard truck. Since the specialty 
plow was found to treat half as often as the 
standard truck, the impact of the delays 
are realized far less often on the roadway. 
These results are found for a specialty plow 
capable of plowing two lanes at once, but the 
results would be similar for gang plowing 
operations when multiple plows are used 
simultaneously.
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